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ABSTRACT: Once upon a time state archival groups stood alone. The emer-
gence of regional organizations such as MAC forced many state groups to face
a new reality. A newly competitive archival world prompted them to readjust
their goals and priorities. Cooperation between archival groups must be part of
this readjustment. Through cooperation the state groups and the regionals will
benefit, as will the larger archival profession.

While serving as president of the Society of Ohio Archivists (SOA), I
received a letter from a longtime SOA member. "I'm not going to renew my
SOA membership," he wrote, "because MAC has made SOA redundant." This
letter came during a time when SOA's membership was dropping, its treasury
was dwindling, and many in SOA doubted whether we would survive as an
organization-or, perhaps worse, become nothing more than a social group,
lacking purpose and influence. For a long time I wondered: were SOA and other
state archival associations redundant? Had MAC and other regional organiza-
tions rendered SOA obsolete? After much thought I concluded that SOA was
not redundant. It has a place in the archival community and it has a role to per-
form.

During the last decade MAC and the state organizations became competitors
throughout the Midwest. With its size and resources MAC offered opportunities
and variety-at the same or lower costs-that state organizations could never
hope to match. That fact alone, however, did not make state organizations obso-
lete. Using a business analogy, I began to see MAC and other regionals as
foreign competitors, challenging state organizations with new and aggressive
ideas, forcing them to adapt or fall behind. In the 1970s MAC came into a
region where state organizations such as SOA had previously reigned supreme.
With commitment, organization, efficiency, and foresight MAC built an organi-
zation that was the envy of all who saw or competed against it. MAC seemed
capable of making state organizations obsolete-as computers have now
replaced typewriters. So, as in the business world, those state organizations in
the Midwest that continued in their old ways of doing things were doomed to
fail. Change in state organizations was necessary for them to flourish. In this
article, I would like to justify and specify the continuing need for state archival
organizations, offer a few suggestions to help these groups redefine and refocus
their goals, and conclude by noting how regional organizations could assist state
groups in these efforts.

For Midwest state archival organizations, MAC has grown to be a giant that
looms over them. From a state perspective, MAC can hold meetings wherever it
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wants and has the resources to do whatever it wants. MAC casts a very large
shadow-a shadow that influences many, if not most, state decisions concerning
meetings and membership. Further, I believe it is fair to say that MAC has
drawn away many archivists who would otherwise support state or local groups.
Nor is MAC going to wither away, releasing members to state groups. If any-
thing, it is reasonable to predict that MAC will continue to grow and have even
more influence throughout the Midwest in coming years.

Knowing this, state organizations need to face a new reality and stop trying
to do what MAC can do better. State organizations should reevaluate their pro-
grams, goals, and agendas to provide personal and specific services that MAC
does not. They should realign their goals to speak, as MAC cannot, for archival
issues'and needs in their states. They should readjust their goals to meet the spe-
cific needs of their states. They should target their growth toward members that
MAC is too big to reach and work on problems that MAC is too distant to solve.
Such goals are neither trivial nor unimportant to professional archivists.

For example, state groups should expand their membership base, seeking out
those who need their services, regardless of whether these persons might be out-
side the traditional archival realm. This is a matter of survival. State groups are
relatively small. They should be more concerned with obtaining new members
than in maintaining professional purity. This is not to say they should recruit
new members indiscriminately. They should, however, expand their scope to
include those in related fields who are now ignored but could benefit from
membership in an archival organization. In seeking members state groups
should move away from their traditional emphasis on university or large histori-
cal society archivists and focus more on local, even nonprofessional, institutions
and individuals. These could include lone arranger archivists, religious
archivists, local historical society curators, genealogists, local librarians, and
others. The key here is practicality. State groups should seek out those persons
who need professional state organizations the most. Those who need close,
affordable meetings, inexpensive professional instruction, ready support, and a
local forum for interaction and discussion of their work. State groups have the
potential to become umbrella organizations for unaffiliated individuals and
groups who share the goal of preserving of our documentary cultural heritage.

By seeking out nonprofessionals, state groups will be on their way to meeting
the goal of being service organizations. Often it is members of this target audi-
ence who would benefit the most from attending professional meetings but lack
the money or release time to travel out of state. Even if they do, the advanced
nature of most MAC or SAA sessions may not benefit them. Without strong
state organizations, these persons are without any professional support.

Although regional groups often profess interest in nonprofessional members,
it seems inevitable that as increasingly more archivists from larger repositories
continue to choose MAC or SAA their concerns will become predominant. The
larger groups can also meet the professional needs of these archivists better than
the state groups can. The state organizations, however, are uniquely qualified to
plan their programs to meet the needs of a broad array of smaller and local
repositories and should do so. They can provide affordable, convenient, innova-
tive meetings specifically designed for these individuals and their needs. They
can offer workshops and training sessions in basic procedures and they can pro-
vide an opportunity for these persons to come together in a way they mightnever have thought possible to learn, discuss, and improve their skills.
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For example, in Ohio for the last three years SOA has, in cooperation with
the Ohio Historical Society, sponsored one-day basic instruction workshops in
conjunction with its annual spring meeting. These workshops--on conservation
of manuscripts, the care and storage of photographs, and oral history tech-
niques-were designed specifically for beginners and nonprofessionals. They
have been enormously popular, with all three of the sessions being filled to
capacity. Almost all the attendees represent persons who otherwise would not
have attended an SOA meeting. These workshops provide good public relations
for SOA, are a valuable public service to the attendees, and are an excellent
source of revenue. SOA has made up to $500 on each of the workshops. This is
a major benefit for financially strapped local groups.

State organizations can also serve by expanding their activities to become
more involved in causes and movements in their states, relative not only to
archives, but also on behalf of other heritage groups and their interests. This
kind of involvement is something regional groups cannot do. Even with all of
its resources, MAC, for example, cannot become involved in the local affairs of
each of its member states. This is an area in which the state groups are uniquely
qualified. Unfortunately, it is an area too often ignored. SOA was negligent in
this area for a number of years, eventually retreating into a shell and losing
much of the prestige and influence it once had-prestige it is working now to
rebuild. For example, in the mid-1970s SOA compiled and published a directo-
ry to archives and manuscript repositories in Ohio. This was a milestone
achievement for a state organization and a high-water mark for SOA.
Regrettably, it was the last outside initiative of any consequence in which SOA
participated. From that point SOA began a gradual decline and became less
active, losing members, resources, prestige, and influence in the state.

We must not ignore the importance of organizational self-esteem and confi-
dence. An active and involved organization, working to shape the cultural future
of its state, creates energy. Conversely, if, like SOA, an organization grows flac-
cid and inactive, that inertia can permeate the organization and cause a negative
ripple effect. State archival organizations do well by aspiring to be both a clear-
inghouse and a lighthouse for all the unaffiliated professionals and heritage
groups in their states.

How do regional groups fit into this? First, they must broaden their horizons.
It is not enough for regionals to think that since all is well with them all is well
elsewhere. MAC, for example, is a large organization with significant financial
and membership resources. Although MAC should not give financial assistance
to the state groups, it should realize its place and obligations in the archival
world and look beyond itself more than it has in the past. Initially, MAC should
be aware of the state and local groups and be attentive to their needs and cir-
cumstances when scheduling and planning meetings. Next, MAC must
encourage continuing contact with the state groups. Interorganizational coopera-
tion should become a permanent agenda item in all MAC council meetings,
while providing regular opportunities for discussion of this issue, both at its
annual meetings and in its publications.

Of course there are many other forms of cooperation and assistance that can,
and should, be considered. The point, however, is this: the regional groups must
take the lead in this effort or it will surely fail. Healthy and active state archival
organizations benefit regional organizations. They strengthen and promote the
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cause of archives on the local level. They generate and pass along to the region-
als interest and enthusiasm for archival work. Regional organizations have a
vested interest, as well as an ethical and professional responsibility, to work
with the state groups, helping them whenever possible. Only the regionals, with
their size, influence, and resources can provide the forum and initiative neces-
sary to sustain this effort.

Progress has been made. MAC has addressed this issue honestly and openly.
But there is more to do. The first step-to make the regionals aware of their
impact upon and need to cooperate with the state groups-has begun. Beyond
this, state and regional groups should establish guidelines for formal and contin-
uing interaction. MAC might consider forming a standing liaison committee
-- consisting of representatives from MAC and all state and local groups in the
MAC region-to address this issue in detail and prepare an agenda for progress.
Planning must give way to action; specific methods to increase and promote
cooperation must be implemented and maintained.

This initiative is not a favor or concession from the regionals to the state
groups. Rather, if the recent trend in Ohio spreads and state groups waste away
to nothing more than occasional social gatherings, the archival profession will
suffer. Consider the archival profession as a miniature replica of the three levels
of government: SAA at the top, the regionals in the middle, and the state
groups, in effect, being the grass roots or local government.

No one expects the National Archives to document the history and culture of
every local community. That's why local historical societies and archives exist.
In much the same way, SAA and the regionals need the state groups. Without
strong and vibrant state groups to educate and promote the work of archives on
the local level, the archival profession would be weakened, much as if the
National Archives worked alone to document the history of each community in
the United States.

Strong and active state groups are the base of the pyramid, the place where
public contact begins. The archival profession is relatively unknown. It is not
large in number or rich in resources. Its strength and its hope for progress must
begin with local involvement. The archival profession works best when all
archives, all archivists-working within their organizations and their communi-
ties-educate and inform those around them of their work, their purpose, and
their goals.

Archivists are now standardizing the work of their profession. Certification
and the creation of uniform descriptive procedures using the MARC format are
two examples. Interorganizational cooperation is a natural addition to this agen-
da. Cooperation is the first step toward standardization. Interaction and
communication are the foundations of growth and unity.

The rallying cry for this generation of archivists has been Gerald Ham's dic-
tum to be on "the archival edge." Maybe cooperation is the archival bridge. In
any case, many of the problems and decisions now facing archivists will be
solved easier by being solved together.
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